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Henri Capitant Cambodia Association
Of Friends of Cambodian Law
PRESENTATION -

contact@henricapitant-cambodia.org

www.henricapitant-cambodia.org

www.facebook.com/cambodge.henri.capitant

Introduction
Origins of the Association : Henri Capitant France
The « Association Henri Capitant des amis du droit
cambodgien » was founded by cambodian jurists under the
frame ot the « Association Henri Capitant des Amis de la
Culture Juridique Française », which was created in 1935
by a community of jurists from different francophone
culture (Belgium, Luxembourg, Québec et Switzerland)
under the authority of Henri Capitant professor.
The French Association was recognized of public utility by
a decree of the French Government in the State Council
dated July 12, 1939.
While retaining the use of the French language, the
Association opened to lawyers from non French-speaking
countries and then became « l’Association Henri Capitant
pour la Culture Juridique Française ».
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Introduction
Henri Capitant website informs about the activities and future projects
of the Association, everything is in free access. It is a good mean for
promoting Romanist legal culture in the world. As such, it was
referred to by the French public service of dissemination of law as
one of the leading French legal portals.
Henri Capitant France Association is a priviledge partner of the
French Government. The Association participated in significant
reforms of the French law: the Law of Security in 2006, then contract
law in 2008 and recently on the same subject in 2016. It is also the
Association Henri Capitant France which created the famous legal

dictionary Cornu.

http://www.henricapitant.org/
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Introduction
The international outreach of Henri Capitant Association:
So far, the Henri Capitant network has established strong
links with groups and foreign jurists in more than 55
countries: it is now the largest international network of civil
law tradition. In Asia, the Association Henri Capitant has a
branch in Japan and in Cambodia, which enhances its
attractiveness throughout the Asian continent.
Both in France and abroad, the Association brings together
numerous law professors, judges, lawyers, notaries and
members of various legal professions which allows to build
a large network of legal experts.
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Henri Capitant Cambodia Association
Objective of the Association
Part of the international network of Henri Capitant
associations, the «Association Henri Capitant des
amis du droit cambodgien» also called «Association
Henri Capitant Cambodge» is an independent
association of Cambodian law, founded by Khmer
jurists, January 8 2014.

It brings together lawyers from all walks of civil legal
culture. Its goal is to work for the promotion,
Its website provides regular updates dissemination, modernization and harmonization of
on its projects and its actions:
Cambodian law.
www.henricapitant-cambodge.org

Open to all natural or legal person, it has in its ranks
academics, judges, lawyers, notaries, government
officials, members of the Cambodian government,
jurists and foreign lawyers who have participated in
the development of Cambodian law.
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Henri Capitant Cambodia Association
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Honorary Members

4

Adhering Members

AHCC

Henri Capitant Cambodia Association is composed of the following organs:

Henri Capitant Cambodia Association
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Executive Board

Mr. YI Prasnar, President
Ms. MINSUM Solidar, Vice-President

Ms. NEUV Socheata, Vice-President
Mr. KAN Sothpolin, General-Secretary
Mr. SEN Sunday, Treasurer

M. MOUSAR Hisham, Scientific Council Relations Coordinator
Ms. BERKOWICZ Julia, Charge of Institutional Development
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Henri Capitant Cambodia Association

02
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Ms. KIM Satavy Judge at the Cambodian Supreme Court

Scientific Council

The members of the Scientific Council of the Association are individually or
collectively asked for their advice by the Executive Board in the exercise of its
activities and the implementation of strategies that establish to conduct its

His Excellence M. KOEUT Rith Professor at the Royal University of Law
and Economics (RULE) and State Secretary in the Ministry of Justice
Mr. Professor MAZEAUD Denis Professor at the University PanthéonAssas (Paris 2) and President of the Association Henri Capitant des Amis de
la Culture Juridique Française

mission. It is currently composed of the following members:

M. Professor MOUSAR Hisham Professor at the Royal University of Law
and Economics (RULE) and Honorary Director of the French Cooperation
Center at the Faculty of Law RULE

Mr. Professor FULCHIRON Hugues Professor at the University Jean Moulin
(Lyon 3)

Doctor NAVARRO Jean-Louis Lecturer at the Université Lumière (Lyon 2)

Mr. Professor GAILLARD Maurice Professor at the University Lumière
(Lyon 2) and Director and Honorary Director of the French Cooperation
Center at the Faculty of Law RULE
Mr. Professor GHOZI Alain Professor at the University Panthéon- Assas
(Paris 2)
Mr. lProfessor GRIMALDI Michel Professor at the University PanthéonAssas (Paris 2) and Honorary President of the Association Henri Capitant of
the French Legal Culture
His Excellence Docteur HANG CHUON Naron Minister of Education, Youth
and Sports in the the Kingdom of Cambodia

Mr. Professor NEGRIN Olivier Professor and Vice Dean of the Faculty of
Law and Political Science (University of Aix-Marseille)
His Excellence M.NUON Pharat Member of the Board of Jurists

His Excellence Docteur SOK Siphana Advisor to the Royal Government of
Cambodia and Notary
His Excellence Doctor THENG Chan Sangvar
Professor at the Royal University of Law and Economics and Undersecretary
of State in the Ministry of Planning.
Doctor TOMKIEWICZ Vincent Lecturer at the University Vincennes SaintDenis (Paris 8)
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Henri Capitant Cambodia Association

03

Its Honorary Members

04

Its Adhering Members

Honorary members are individuals who have contributed significantly to the

The Association currently has about twenty adherent Members. The

Association or to the Cambodian law. The Association currently has four

list is available on the website of the Association:

honorary members:
Me LEGER Antoine DFDL lawyer in Cambodia, International Office in
legal and tax advice
Mr. Professor LEFEBVRE Guy Professor at the University of Montreal
(Canada) and Dean of the Faculty of Law
Mr. LEMONDE Marcel Honorary magistrate
Mr. MASSIN Guillaume Executive Director DFDL Cambodia, International
Office in legal and tax advice
Mr. MESMANN Laurent Technical expert at the Royal University of Law
and Economics

www.henricapitant-cambodia.org
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Henri Capitant Cambodia Association’s Partners
French Ambassy

The French Embassy in Cambodia is an important historical
partner for the Association through support to national and
international Institutions in Cambodia, as well as financial
support since its inception. The French Embassy is also an
important technical support by the provision of its experts.
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Henri Capitant Cambodia Association’s Partners
Royal University of Law
and Economics

The Royal University of Law and Economics (RULE), has a French law
branch which is a historical partner of Henri Capitant Cambodia
Association. It is from this university that the idea to set up this
association in Cambodia was born.The first members to have joined the
Association were students in law from the RULE. In addition, the
Research Center of law (CREAD) with a team of law students actively
participate in the development of Legicambodia. Finally, the RULE kindly
offers to Henri Capitant Association classrooms for organizing seminars,
conferences or training sessions.
.
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Henri Capitant Cambodia Association’s Partners
N-Strat
Institutional consulting firm

N-Strat is a firm specialized in legal research and institutional advice.
The firm is based in the center of Phnom Penh and provides to Henri
Capitant Cambodia Association material resources (offices, computer
equipment, phone, etc ...) and administrative staff. N-Strat is a key
partner of the Association for the proper conduct of its missions.
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Henri Capitant Cambodia Association’s Partners
Nokor Group
software development company

Nokor is a software development company specialized in information
systems for companies, Nokor Group has an expertise gained through
various experiences in commercial, banking, financial, legal insurance
and health.Nokor Group and the Association have an agreement to
develop the first base of Cambodia collaborative legal data for public
access on the model of Légifrance.
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Henri Capitant Cambodia Association’s Partners
DFDL
Law firm
When Henri Capitant Cambodia was created, DFDL law firm has
financially supported the Association and is still now a strong support
Moreover, because of its technical expertise, DFDL is a key partner of
the Association on multiple fields of the law.

Henri Capitant Association Cambodia legal expertise
Established
in
the
Cambodian
legal
and
judicial
landscape,
the
Association has a strong
legal expertise with a wide
range of recognized experts
in Cambodia, France but
also all over the world
thanks to its privileged
network of lawyers who
received training of civil law.

The Association offers a strong legal
expertise and is a professional partner
of choice.
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With experience of working in
Cambodia, the Association
masters the Cambodian legal
environment and the current
issues. A part of its members
was trained in France and
have participated to important
legal reforms. They benefit of a
dual Cambodian and Western
culture and also of a civil law
and common law culture.

Henri Capitant Association Cambodia legal expertise
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Henri Capitant Cambodia
Association’s activities

Henri Capitant Cambodia
Association leads various
types of activities with always
the aim to promote,
distribute,modernize and
harmonize Cambodian law.

The Asssociation does so
through the following lines:

Access to justice and reform of
the Cambodian legal and
judicial system (contribution to
better understanding of a
coherent law, clear and
modern).
Organization and participation
in seminars, conferences and
training (contribution to living
the academic discussion).
Writing books and legal articles
(contribute to the writing of
academic knowledge).

Henri Capitant Cambodia Association legal expertise
In 2016, its activities are declined in
different projects in the following list:

• Legicambodia: Publication of
the first legal database in
Cambodia in public access, on
the model of Légifrance
through a collaborative
working platform.
• Writing a manual on contract
farming in Cambodia in
partnership with the Supreme
National Economic Council
(SNEC) in Cambodia.
• Annotation and French
translation of the new
Cambodian Civil Code (in force
since 2011).

• Organization of training courses
on the Rule of Law and Justice in
Cambodia (under the provisions

of the Criminal Code and the
Code of Criminal Procedure,
deontology). Writing a book
presenting the entire Cambodian

law from the history of the
Khmer law. It belongs to an
international collection
published by the French
publisher Lextenso (2016).
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• Organizing conferences:
Organization of an international
conference attended by Michel
Grimaldi, Honorary President of
the Association Henri Capitant
France in November 2016.
• Cycle of conferences from May
2016 to the following topics:
 The Constitution, 22 years after
its adoption
 Difficulties in implementing the
civil code
 Contract farming
 International law and Cambodia

• Annotation of the new
Cambodian Criminal Code (in
force since 2009) on the basis of
French jurisprudence, European
Court of Human Rights and the
Khmer Rouge Tribunal.

• Developing partnerships with
French scholars and
professionals involved in the
dual-degree programs in
partnership with the French
branch of the RULE.
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Annex 1: Projects undertaken by Henri Capitant Association for
access to the law and the reform of the Cambodian legal system
 Legicambodia 2009-2016
Creating a legal database currently being launched.

The Henry Capitant Cambodia Association has partnered with the Research Centre of Law (CREAD) of the
RULE to allow the establishment of the first public legal database of Cambodia. On the model of
Légifrance, "Legicambodia" lists and translates various Cambodian normative texts in Khmer, French and
English, and meets accessibility requirements to facilitate researches for both practitioners and citizens.

Annex 1: Projects undertaken by Henri Capitant Association for
access to the law and the reform of the Cambodian legal system
 Contract farming
Participation in a regional conference on contract farming organized by UNIDROIT in Bangkok, Thailand
and writing in this context of an article on Contract farming in Cambodia by Prasnar Yi, President of the
Henri Capitant Cambodia Association in September 2014.
Written contribution to a handbook on contract farming with UNIDROIT and the United Nations Food and
Agriculture in 2015.
Integration of the steering committee on contract farming led by the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries in Cambodia in November 2014 and then the Interdepartmental Scientific Working Group on
contract farming in Cambodia in December 2014 led by Supreme National Economic Council (SNEC).
Participation in a seminar to share experiences on contract farming in Cambodia for the preparation of a
handbook on contract farming in Cambodia in July 2015.
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Annex 2: Projects undertaken by Henri Capitant Association for
writing books and legal articles - Translation
Publication of a book on "Intellectual Property in Cambodia" in Khmer by Kan Sothpolin, founding
member of the Association Henri Capitant Cambodia and notary (first class of the School of Cambodian
notary) in August 2014.
Translation of three fundamental laws respectively the status of judges, the judicial system and the
organization and functioning of the Superior Council of Magistracy on the request of the Cambodian
Ministry of Justice in November 2014.
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Annex 3: Projects undertaken by Henri Capitant Association for
organizing seminars, conferences and training
Participation in the International Campus in Phnom Penh organized in February 2014 by the Paris Bar.
Participation in the symposium on "The legislative process in Cambodia - Achievements and
Challenges" organized by the Konrad Adenauer Foundation in Sihanoukville in March 2014. Written
contribution of Hisham Mousar, member of the Scientific Council dedicated to the Cambodian constitutional
law.
Organization of a conference about "Values of continental law through the modernization of law and
questions about law reform" at the National University of Management in April, 2014.
Participation in a regional conference on contract farming organized by UNIDROIT in Bangkok on the
topic of contract farming in Southeast Asia in September 2014. Preparation and presentation of a paper on
contract farming by Mr. Prasnar Yi President of Henri Capitant Cambodia Association.
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Annex 3: Projects undertaken by Henri Capitant Association for
organizing seminars, conferences and training
Conference in partnership with the National Observatory of river and maritime socio-economic
activities in early 2015: Henri Capitant Association contributed to the project of creation of the National
Observatory of river and maritime socio-economic activities which was the presentation of their first report
mapping the water field in Cambodia.

Training of lawyers and student lawyers of Cambodia in December 2014 in partnership with the Lyon
Bar and the Bar of Cambodia for hosting three days of training in criminal law and lawyer's deontology.
Participation in a round table on sustainable management of fisheries in Cambodia at the National
University of Management February 17, 2015.
A seminar on the causes of the difficult application of the Criminal Code and the Code of Criminal
Procedure in the Senate with the intervention of Professor François-Louis Coste, on 6 and 7 April 2015.

